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Abstract : 

 

High performance systems are becoming a part and parcel of today's life. From single core system using normal 

bus architecture to today we have systems with multiple cores running many applications. But the need to get 

more cores on a single chip is not over. The problem likes with not added more cores to the die but how do we 

interconnect them to give better performance. Here bus architecture fails and we need to get another design 

methodology in place. One of the solutions for this problem is building a chip with network on chip as the back 

bone. This paper tries to create a review paper on this technology. 
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1.0 Introduction: 
 

Today we are in a world where in multi core processor is used even for small applications. The mobile which 

comes out today is having 2 or 4 cores in it running multiple applications. These today use common bus 

architecture in some form to get their work done. The problem can be explained as follows  
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Fig 1. Modules With Common Bus 

 

Consider the figure (Fig 1). There are five modules connected to common bus. If module M1 wants to 

communicate with M4 and M3 wants to communicate with C at the same time, only one of the two modules are 

allowed to communicate because they share a common bus. Several alternatively like parallel bus structure were 

introduced to solve the problem. The problem for resolved for some time. As the number of modules increased 

in the system, the system began to work slowly than expected. One Of the solution propose d for this problem is 

to rebuilt the logic using concepts of network on chip. 
 

Network on chip is a new paradigm in ASIC design where in the concepts of networking is used to pass the 

message from one to another. The nodes are interconnected using some top ology like mesh, torus etc. These 

structures are used to implant the different modules to it, communicate with each other and get the work done. 

Like this the different modules communicate and the work is done. This paper reviews the concepts of network 

on chip, looks into the different topologies used and looks unto the different features of this mechanism. 
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2.0 Topologies Used: 

 

Mesh : This is one of the most important and widely used topology in this concept. The figure below depicts the 

same (Fig. 2.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 2.0 Mesh Topology With M Rows and N Columns 

 

 
The topology is made by placing the processing modules in between the rows and columns. The nodes are 

addressed from (0,0) to (M – 1, N – 1) as shown in the figure above. 
 

Torus: The torus architecture is very much similar to mesh topology discussed above. The figure below depicts 

a torus topology 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 3.0 Torus Topology With M Rows and N Columns 

 

Like mesh which is discussed above, the processing modules in between the rows and columns. Only difference 

between mesh and torus is the extra connection made between the ends. This at times makes increase the 

performance but increases the cost of the applications. 
 

RiCoBiT: This architecture is a newly developed architecture. The figure (Fig 4.0) below shows the structure of 

the topology. This architecture is a newly developed one. The topology is built up with growing concentric rings 

from 1 to L. Each ring has node starting from 2
1
 = 2 nodes to 2

L
 nodes taking a total of 
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Fig 4.0 RiCoBiT Structure With K + 1 Rings 

 

Tree: The topology is a normal binary tree as shown in the figure below. The routers and the 

computational resources are placed on the nodes of the tree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.0 Tree Network 

 
Butterfly: This resembles the shape of a butterfly. The input and output points are placed on the periphery and 
 
routers placed internal to the system as shown in the diagram below  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 6.0 Butterfly Network 
 
Polygon: This topology is based on any regular polygon like a hexagon, pentagon etc. 
 
Star: This is suitable when we have a centralized master with a few number of modules connected to that.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.7.0 Star Network. 
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3.0 Rou ting Strategy: 
 
This section deals with the routing strategies used in Network On Chip architectures. This deals with the way in 

which the packets are routed from the one module to the other. These are used as bases for design of routing 

algorithms for the different topologies. The explanations below explain the different used in network on chip 

based systems 

 

Store And Forward : This is the simplest routing mode. In this mode, the packets are stored in the buffer of the  

intermediate routers. Once the full packet is received the packet is then forwarded to the next router. Latency and 

high buffer size is a major disadvantage of this method. 

 

Virtual Cut Through : This is an improved version of store and forward. In this the router begins to transmit 

the packet as soon it receives the packet. Since it doesn't wait for the full packet to be stored, the disadvantage of 

big buffer and latency is reduced. 

 

Worm Hole Routing : In this packets are divided into small flits. The route of transmission is decided by the 

first flit that is transmitted. The remaining portion of the packets is transmitted in the same route as the first flit. 

Latency and buffer requirement of the systems is comparatively very less than the other methods. 

 

4.0 Problems in Routing: 
 
This sections deals with problems when routing packets from one node to another node. When designing a 

circuit these factors has to be taken care. 

 

Deadlock : This is when packets are waiting to be routed because the both are waiting for the resources to be  

released which is allocated to these. 

 

Livelock : This when the packets keep spinning about the destination without reaching it. 

 

Starvation : The situation where the some packets never reach destination. This occurs when there exist packets  

with different priorities. 

 

5.0 Routing Algorithms : 
 
Routing algorithms plays a important factor in the design of the topology. It says how a packet in the topology is 

passed from the source to the destination. It is got a positive effect on the performance of the system. It is 

divided into two oblivious and adaptive algorithms. Let us see what they are. 

 

5.1 Oblivious Algorithms : 
 
Routing algorithms plays a very important role in the performance of the system. It basically decides the path 

which the packets have to take in moving from the source to destination. Several categories of algorithms are 

proposed in this area based on factors like topology, flooding, no of turns etc. 
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Dimensional Routing : This is the simplest of the algorithms. The packets are routed from source to the 

destination based on the position of the destination. The algorithm decides at each stage which direction the 

packets should take in reaching the destination. 

 

XY Routing : In this methodology the packets are first routed horizontally in the X direction and the  

vertically along the Y direction. This is best suited for a 2D mesh or a torus network. Routers are 

identified using the XY co ordinates. It doesn't run into livelock or a dead lock situation. The major 

disadvantage of the algorithm is that it creates a high congestion at the middle of the system. 

 

Pseudo Adaptive XY Routing : This algorithm adds some adaptive mechanism with the XY routing. 

The packets are routed normally when there is no congestion or slight congestion. When the system is 

congested the algorithm now works in the adaptive mode. In this the router has five bi directional ports 

namely local, east, west, north and south. The local port is connected to the core itself and the others are 

connected to the neighboring nodes. It also contains some buffer and 2 bits for status information. 

These bits would describe whether the router is loaded or not. The scheme also applies some priority 

based on the direction in which the packets are taken by the router. North direction is given the highest 

followed by south, east and west. This is best suited for 2D mesh and torus networks. The disadvantage 

of congestion in the middle of the system in XY routing is overcome in this method. 

 
Surround XY Routing : This is also an extension of the XY routing. This method consists of three 

modes  namely normal XY (N - XY), surround horizontal (SH – XY) and surround vertical (SV – XY). 

The algorithms work normal as XY routing at no congestion or slightly congested time. When the left 

or right router becomes inactive then the system switches to SH XY routing. In this the packets are 

routed around the inactive router by the shortest path to reach the destination. In the case of SV XY 

routing the router on the top or bottom becomes inactive where the packets can be routed through the 

left or right path of the current position. These algorithms are best suited for systems on 2D mesh or 

torus network which has dynamically placed modules within. 

 

Turn Models : This category of algorithms routes packets by determining the amount of turns that the packets  

should take to reach destination. These prevent livelock. 

West First Routing : In this the packets are routed towards west initially and then routing towards west is  
 

barred for all packets. 
 

North Last Routing : In this the packets are routed towards other direction other than north. The 

packets  towards north are routed last. 

Negative Routing : In this the algorithms allows packets to turn all directions expect from positive to  
 

negative directions. 

 

Deterministic Routing Algorithms : These algorithms route packets from source to destination along the same  

route from start to end. These are quite suitable for both regular and irregular topologies and are quite reliable 

with low latency. It is well suited for real time systems. 
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Shortest Path Routing : This is the simplest of all deterministic algorithms. In this the algorithms finds 

the shortest path between the source and the destination and routes packets through the same shortest 

path. This mode of operation is carried by the following algorithms  

 

Distance Vector routing where each router contains the information about the neighboring routers and 

in turn these tables are shared among all the routers. The routers use this routing table information and 

forward the packets to others. In this case the topology of the system is immaterial. 
 

In case of link state routing, the process remains the same as distance vector routing but the routing 

information is stored during fabrication. 

 
Source Routing : In this model, the sender is the decision maker for routing the packets. The 

transmitted packets would contain whole route through which the packets should travel. An algorithm 

which follows this mechanism is vector routing in which the path is represented by a set of vectors 

which represents the router hops. 

 

Arbitration look ahead scheme (ALOAS) is a faster version of vector routing. In this a parallel path is 

fabricated for sending the routing information well in advance for faster routing. 
 

Contention free routing uses routing tables as well as time division multiplexing. Each router has a 

routing table and has a time slot for all potential sender and receiver. 

 

Stochastic Algorithms : This category of algorithms is based on some probabilistic assumptions based on the 

arrival of the packets. These are quite simple and fault tolerant but are quite slow and requires a lot of resources. 

All algorithms are based on time to live. 

 

Probabilistic flooding is the simplest of this category in which the router send a copy of the incoming packet to 

the other entire router without knowing the destination. On receiving a packet the router check whether it 

belongs to it otherwise it is discarded. 

 

In case of directed flooding, the packets are flooded in the direction of the destination only. This is a improved 

version of the probabilistic flooding and more fault tolerant and requires less resources. 

 

5.2 Adaptive Algorithms : 
 
Routing algorithms plays a very important role in the performance of the system. It basically decides the path 

which the packets have to take in moving from the source to destination. Several categories of algorithms are 

proposed in this area based on factors like topology, flooding, no of turns etc  

 

Minimal Adaptive Routing : In this the packets are routed through the shortest path. The algorithm is effective  

when there exists more than one path between the sender and the receiver. The algorithm also checks for the 

least congested path for routing. 
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Fully Adaptive Routing : The algorithm always uses the least congested route without considering the shortest  

path. In case of multiple paths, the path with the least congestion is taken as a factor for routing. 
 
Congestion look ahead comes under this category wherein the system gets congestion details from different 

routers so as to route the packets through least congested route by bypassing congested once.  

 
Turn Around Routing : This set of algorithms are based on butterfly networks where the sender and receiver 

are placed on the same side of the network. In this packets are routed through some intermediate node which is 

turned around the node and is sent to the destination using destination tag routing. The routers in this scheme is 

bidirectional in nature and is also deadlock free. SPIN ( Scalable Programmable Interconnect Network) and 

XGFT ( eXtended Generalised Fat Tree) used this scheme for routing. 

 

Turn Back When Possible (TBWP) also belongs to the same category with some improvement in routing.  When 

the intermediate node is congested it uses a node at the higher level. 

 
IVAL (Improved VALiant's randomized routing) : This is an improved version of oblivious valiant. In this the  

packets are routed to some random point and then it is routed to the destination. It is deadlock free. 
 
Hot Potato : In this case the routers don't have any buffer within it. The packets are not store at the router at all. 

The packets are forwarded as soon as it get the packets. Also two packets to the same destination which arrives 

together would be routed in two different path. 

 

6.0 Conclusion : 
 
Network on chip is becoming a promising back bone for high performance circuits. This paper tries to review the 

basic concepts of network on chip. Many companies are trying to build their processors on it as back bone. 
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